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ALASTAR C SEMI-RECESSED
ALASTAR C SEMI-RECESSED (606 mm diameter)
is for designs where a little more visible housing and
colour are required. In this case, the body of the
luminaire playfully shows itself through a smooth
opening in the ceiling, creating a very different
effect to standard surface mounting. The light has
a beam angle of 110º (7200 lm in CCT 4000 K,
6950 lm in CCT 3000 K) and CRI 80+ Ra. With
a power consumption of only 73 W and the option
to choose between a FIX and DALI dimmable driver,
you are assured of an effective and adaptable lighting solution.
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ALASTAR C TRIMLES

ALASTAR C TRIMLESS (606 mm diameter) allows you to create
a look where the 110º beam angle illumination (7200 lm in
CCT 4000 K, 6950 lm in CCT 3000 K) is emitted directly from the
ceiling. There is no frame and the optical surface of the luminaire
sits flush to the ceiling surface. ALASTAR C TRIMLESS comes with
CRI 80+ Ra, a power consumption of 73 W, and the choice of
a FIX or DALI dimmable driver.
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ALASTAR C CONCEALED
ALASTAR C CONCEALED (606 mm diameter) adds an extra dimension to the idea of
recessed lighting as the luminaire and light emitting surface are hidden within the ceiling
and so completely invisible at most angles. This allows for the creation of architectural
concepts that require “light without the lighting” – the ultimate in minimalist and elegant
design – without affecting the versatile wide beam angle of 110º and effective
CRI 80+ Ra (7200 lm in CCT 4000K, 6950 lm in CCT 3000 K). The concealed inner edge of
the luminaire can be finsihed to match, complement, or contrast with the ceiling colour,
thus providing further options for the development of highly creative and original interior
designs above those provided by the optional FIX or DALI dimmable driver and power
consumption of only 73 W.
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